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HRX-1620  l  HRX-820  l  HRX-420 
HRX-1621  l  HRX-821  l  HRX-421 

·16ch / 8ch / 4ch Pentabrid DVRs
·5-in-1 Embeded DVRs
·AHD/HDTVI/HDCVI/CVBS + IP input
·Up to 8MP resolution
·H.265 , H.264, MJPEG codec support
·HDMI 4K Monitoring, Dual monitor
·P2P service(QR code connect)
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·Migrate analog channels to IP



Dual recording for e�  cient monitoring
Images are compressed and stored in both low and high resolution (H.265/H.264) simultaneously to enable easy multi-channel 
monitoring. Dual recoring playback is eff ective in mobile and remote monitoring as it helps speed up the search time.

User friendly UI
The Wisenet pentabrid DVR lineup have a more intuitive UI design for ease-of-use. 
The enhanced UI is consistent with Wisenet NVR's for seamless operation. Operators 
simply select camera icons from the navigation tree, then drag-and-drop for viewing.  
The upgraded installation wizards offers a simple first time configuration of analog and IP 
cameras.

Easy connection with P2P service (QR code)
A user can monitor their cameras with the free Wisenet Mobile app by simply scanning a QR code without complicated network 
configuration.  Push notifi cation of events helps operators provide a rapid response.

Up to 4K resolution monitoring (HDMI) and dual monitor
Wisenet Pentabrid DVRs provide high resolution up to 4K. It also off ers various layouts including dual monitor support using 
HDMI and VGA outouts so that users can select and view desired areas. Clone and expand modes are available for flexibility.

4K UHD

* Maximum Full HD with HDMI cable in case of dual monitor.
* HRX-421 / 420 doesn't support dual monitor.
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SD SD AHD AHD UP TO 16 / 8 / 4CH  UP TO 2 NETWORK CAMERAS

HRX-1621/1620 
Analog 16ch+ NW 2ch (max. 18ch)

HRX-821/820 
Analog 8ch + NW 2ch (max. 10ch)

HRX-421/420 
Analog 4ch +NW 2ch (max. 6ch)
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Wisenet mobile

High effi  ciency for installing new IP cameras without replacing 
existing analog cameras
Security integrators and installers must adapt to project requirements and customer demands as well as having to manage 
multiple technology solutions. Some installations require to keep existing analog cameras while needing to install new network 
camera with high-definition video technologies. That’s where pentabrid DVRs offer a perfect solution. Pentabrid DVRs offer 
flexibility to integrators and installers to be able to meet customer and project demands.
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